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ABSTRACT
The objective of this review is to discuss the changes in human biology and physiology that
occur when humans, who evolved on Earth for millions of years, now are subjected to space
flight for extended periods of time, and how detailing such changes associated with space
flight could help better understand risks for loss of health on Earth. Space programs invest
heavily in the selection and training of astronauts. They also are investing in maintaining
the health of astronauts, both for extensive stays in low earth orbit on ISS, and in preparation for deep space missions in the future. This effort is critical for the success of such missions as the N is small and the tasks needed to be performed in a hostile environment are
complex and demanding. However, space is a unique environment, devoid of many of the
“boundary conditions” that shaped human evolution (e.g. 1 g environment, magnetic fields,
background radiation, oxygen, water, etc). Therefore, for humans to be successful in space,
we need to learn to adapt and minimize the impact of an altered environment on human
health. Conversely, we can also learn considerably from this altered environment for life on
earth. The question is, are we getting the maximal information from life in space to learn
about like on earth? The answer is likely No, and as such, our “Return on Investment” is not
as great as it could be. Even though the number of astronauts is not large, what we can learn
from them could help shape new questions for research focused on health for those on
earth, as well is contribute to “precision health” from the study of astronaut diversity. This
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latter effort would contribute to both the health of astronauts identifying risks, as well as
contribute to health on earth via better understanding of the human genome and epigenome, as well as factors contributing to risk for diseases on earth, particularly as individuals
age and regulatory systems become altered. Better use of the International Space Station,
and similar platforms in the future, could provide critical insights in aging-associated risks
for loss of health on Earth, as well as promote new approaches to using precision medicine
to overcome threats to health while in space. To achieve this goal will likely require advanced approaches to collecting such information and use of more systems biology, systems
physiology approaches to integrate the information.

1. PREAMBLE
Life on Earth is very old, has gone through many iterations based on fossil records, is quite diverse at
any given point in time, and is very dynamic based on even the relatively modern observations of Darwin
[1].
In fact, the Earth itself is very dynamic with regard to both its internal workings (e.g. tectonic plate
movements, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, etc) as well as its relationship with external forces such as the
moon, the sun, planets, and seemingly random encounters with objects in space of varying sizes that can
impact the status quo of life on Earth.
If one focuses on the internal attributes of the Earth that may have fostered the development of life, it
is clear that this planet has characteristics that allowed seemingly stochastic events to lead to
self-replicating single cell organisms to arise, likely in the context of the abundant water supply and an
evolving atmosphere. Thus, the Earth also has a magnetic field of varying intensity that shields life from
the potentially fatal exposure to space radiation, and it is the “right” distance from its star to allow for a
zone of temperate extremes to enhance survival of primitive carbon-based species. In addition, the Earth
has background radiation from radioactive elements in its crust that could be an enhancer of mutation
rates for organisms with a DNA-based self-replicating system, a background which would allow for a rate
of adaptation, but not to the extent that would overtly compromise long term survival of primitive organisms.
Thus, life as we know it today is the culmination of survival and adaptation to millions of years of
climate change, tectonic plate movement, encounters with space objects which resulted in extinction-level
events, evolving predator-prey relationships, and relative stabilization in the context of the background
radiation and magnetic field of the Earth (which is however, not uniform in all locations on Earth [2, 3]).
Humanoids, with Homo sapiens the current dominant species have existed for a small “slice” of the
continuum of life on the planet. Based on an incomplete fossil record, humanoids have existed for millions
of years in one form or another, some forms potentially direct precursors of Homo sapiens, but others
likely branches that have not survived for one reason or another. Current theories hypothesize that many
steps in the process to Homo sapiens emanated from Africa [4], but this is still a theory, based in part on
fossil records. Why humanoids as we know them would have come from one location is not known, but
perhaps the constellation of conditions (e.g. background radiation [2], magnetic field variation [3], food
sources, reproductive success, etc.) contributed to such a focus of evolution to modern humans.

2. BACKGROUND
Modern humans evolved in the context of a 1g environment, varying levels of background radiation,
a magnetic field of varying location-dependent strength, and an ever changing set of conditions related to
weather and the influence of Earth’s relationships with external forces. Biologically, modern humans also
built on the advantages developed by primitive lifeforms over the eons, retaining those elements in their
DNA that contributed to self-replication, survival in the context of the 1 g, magnetic fields and backhttps://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2018.116010
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ground radiation, and abilities to function effectively. Thus, modern humans do share some related genes
with fruit flies, worms, fish, and other primates. However, what distinguishes humans is the regulation of
such genes, and the adaptation of strategies to “mix and match” genetic elements to enhance survival (e.g.
the specific immune system, the olfactory system, enzymes which share exons, etc.). On top of that approach, other mechanisms related to regulation of genes involve epigenetic mechanisms to affect regulation of DNA, as well as hormonal (e.g. estrogens, testosterone, glucocorticoids, neuroendocrine molecules)
approaches to affect DNA and expression of genes. In addition, development and application of specific
applications to effect DNA repair and enhance replication fidelity, as well as cancer suppressor genes, were
likely important to enhance survival and avoid detrimental consequences of living on a planet with a radioactive crust.
Insights into the complexity of regulation resulted from the outcome of the human genome project
[5], and continues today. Sequencing the human genome has revealed that a considerable proportion of
the DNA does not encode for the 20 - 30,000 genes in the genome. Thus, much sequence is in introns (sequences between coding elements) or in areas which had no known functions a few decades ago. However,
it is likely nothing is retained that is without function, so regulatory elements in such areas of the genome
are being identified. In addition, the human genome contains several millions of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP) both within an individual and between individuals. Such variation may impact coding
sequences and thus, the functioning of the expressed protein, or they can exist in promoter regions of the
genes, and thus impact the regulation of gene expression. How such diversity contributes to regulation in
specific tissues/organs, the aging process, or disease processes remains unknown for the most part. Furthermore, how and why such diversity arose is also not understood-but by implication, this is an active
process and if contributing to on-going evolution (a dynamic process, not static-a fact that many do not
appreciate), what the impact would be. As the average lifespan of a modern human was likely 40 - 50 years
of age until a few centuries ago, such diversity may not have had an impact under those conditions, but
influence can be observed now with longer lifespans, more age-related diseases being evident (e.g. dementia, cardiovascular disease, cancer, metabolic disorders). Furthermore, under the 1g, magnetic fields and
radiation of Earth, much of such variation may have been “silent” as long as it did not impact survival and
reproduction.
Whatever the mechanism(s) responsible for development of such diversity and heterogeneity, it does
appear to also provide some survival advantages. As examples, a subset of individuals exposed to the
plagues of Europe, the 1918 influenza epidemic, or the HIV pandemic appear to be resistant to life-ending
disease, and survive. With humans having paired chromosomes, the heterogeneity of each chromosome
provides added diversity to enhance survival. Heterozygosity is therefore, likely the preferred state. Inbreeding in humans leads to a loss of such heterozygosity, and increased risk for homozygosity and abnormal development, maturation, or disease risk. Farmers have known this for centuries regarding healthy
herds of pigs, cattle, sheep, etc. Interestingly, many researchers today use completely inbred mice, with
such heterogeneity bred out of them for much health related research. In this regard, such mice are a convenient tool, but the results likely do not reflect the real world and only reflects a restricted state, on Earth
or in space!
The diversity discussed above has frustrated those who seek to identify genetic risk for diseases by
performing “genome-wide” scans of sequences to link to clinically defined diseases. For diseases conveyed
by single gene mutations, such approaches can be fruitful. However, most diseases appear to be
multi-genic, with contributions from many genes or genomic elements, so it is much harder to track down
with clarity which are involved and how. However, some of this effort can be enhanced by investigating
ethnic or sex differences in different populations, or family studies where risk is concentrated.
Of importance in this regard is the fact that the “boundary conditions” of the individual on earth has
imposed a number of rather unique circumstances on gene regulation, and regulation in general on modern humans. These include dependence on mobility and functioning up-right in a 1 g environment-working against the gravity of the planet. Secondly, our nervous system is “electrical” in nature, and
as such generates nano-biomagnetic fields [6] that must function in the context of the Earth’s magnetic
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2018.116010
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field, and thus, must exhibit regulatory fidelity against an external field. While the background radiation of
the Earth’s crust could be an “enhancer” of the mutation rate and thus contribute to a high rate of productive adaptations, it is also a source of detrimental influence on system integrity which is dependent on the
fidelity of the DNA-dependence. It is of interest that many cancers occur in early childhood when the system is growing, and in “old” age when an individual is well beyond their reproductive years, so except for
some failures in a subset of individuals in young adulthood, the adaptations are for the most part, effective
in controlling this risk. Therefore, as long as humans remain on Earth, they are adapted well (but evolution is not over!) and can function effectively for 100+ years.

3. SPACE FLIGHT—A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO STUDY HOMO SAPIENS IN AN ALTERED
ENVIRONMENT
The advent of space flight some 60+ years ago has offered the opportunity to study human physiology
and psychology in a unique environment, one in which some of the boundary conditions controlling human evolution were removed. This has culminated in the establishment of the International Space Station
(ISS), a stable platform to study humans for 6-months to a year, and their responses to microgravity, the
effectiveness of countermeasures, living in an isolated confined environment (ICE), an increased exposure
to radiation and magnetic storms, and various combinations of the above. In addition, a small subset of
astronauts have gone to the moon, beyond some of the Earth’s magnetic field and with increased exposure
to space radiation. Now plans are underway to travel back to the moon (habitat on the moon, Deep Space
Gateway around the moon) and even further to Mars and possibly asteroids, places where risks for radiation exposure and magnetic field alterations are even more prevalent.
A major focus of the life sciences in space thus far, has been on astronaut physical and psychological
health, as well as developing effective countermeasures to mitigate the responses to life in space for Homo
sapiens. While some studies with cells, animals, plants, and lower life forms (flies, worms, fish) have been
performed, the major focus has been around the central theme of astronaut health, with some studies related to life sciences in general.

4. LESSONS ALREADY LEARNED FROM EARTH AND LOW EARTH ORBIT (LEO)
Since humans have ventured into space over the past 60+ years, several lessons have been learned regarding responses to microgravity, living in ICE for up to a year in LEO, the effectiveness of counter
measures, and the variation in human responses to such changes. The current vehicle of change is the ISS,
stranded in LEO, with loss of the 1g environment, an altered exposure to radiation and to some extent the
geomagnetic field, but living in an artificial magnetic field generated by the equipment of the ISS. Some of
the major points/issues identified include:
1) Extensive variability in muscle and bone loss of astronauts on ISS, with exercise counter measures
fairly effective for retention of muscle integrity, but less so for bone health, particularly for the lower extremities [7, 8]. Pharmacologic interventions such as bisphosphonates may be effective regarding bone loss
for many astronauts in microgravity, however it remains to be seen whether the 1/3 g of Mars is sufficient
to stop or prevent progression of additional bone loss, but likely the 1/6 g of the moon may not be sufficient. Therefore, it remains to be determined if “one size fits all” when it comes to mitigating these risks to
components of the mobility system. Better understanding of these areas are likely relevant to age-related
development of sarcopenia and osteoporosis on Earth.
2) Human genetic variation likely influences the rate of response to the altered LEO environment, but
due to an apparent lack of will to perform pre-flight genome sequencing to identify risk and personalize
countermeasures, this remains a gap. However, genetic information can only identify potential risk, and
subjecting astronauts to a bed rest protocol pre-flight would potentially identify functional risk for loss of
integrity, and subsequent risk for loss of performance. Obviously, developing the ability to better understand genetic risk associated with phenotypic alterations in the unique environment of space could provide
insights and direction to improve understanding what some of the myriad of mutations and SNP variahttps://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2018.116010
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tions might mean to disease development on Earth.
Related to the genetic aspects is also the epigenetic aspects of exposure to space conditions. That is,
modifications to the genome which can affect gene regulation and expression is known to occur on earth
with aging or exposure to “stressors” during the lifespan [9]. A recent “experiment” with identical twins
who are USA astronauts was conducted where one brother remained on Earth and the other brother was
on ISS for 1 year. Exposure to ISS condition led to changes in the epigenetic profile compared to the
Earth-bound brother, and these changes reversed after a return to Earth [popular press stories]. However,
changes to expression of molecules by human cells and known to influence gene regulation have also been
reported to be altered on ISS [10]. As a number of epigenetic changes may occur with chronic diseases on
Earth [11], and they may impact treatment efficacy, better understanding of the space-related changes and
the mechanisms for their reversibility may provide insights to better treat those on Earth with various diseases.
In addition, there are also implications for understanding astronaut health, responsiveness to treatment, and new risks potentially associated with these epigenetic alterations occurring during time in space.
Depending on the extent of the changes, whether the changes stabilize to establish a new meta-stable “set
point”, which genes are affected (and whether they are the same for all astronauts given human diversity),
and whether the epigenetic changes occurring in the stable LEO environment would be further altered
during deep space missions, while on the moon or Mars, or beyond, likely means the baseline for health
while in space is not the same as when on Earth. Thus, spending considerable effort to establish the Earth
baseline may not provide the information required to assess what should be considered health while in
space, particularly with regard to deep space missions and the altered risk phenotype.
3) Loss of vascular tone can be extensive in astronauts. Based on the work of Hughson [12, 13] and
others, changes to the integrity of the vascular system, which parallel changes with aging, pose a risk for
compromise of performance in the long term, alone or in combination with other threats. Effective
counter measures have not yet been identified and effectively implemented to mitigate this threat to performance. More research is required in this area and it is relevant to better understanding of cardiovascular alterations associated with aging on Earth.
4) Exposure to increased levels of radiation, and different types of radiation, can lead to DNA breakage (and there is variation between humans in DNA repair enzymes, [14]), breakage of other molecular
bonds (metabolic disturbance, inactivation of antibiotics or other medications with complex ring structures or essential configurations), and risk for cell transformation and cancers. This has not been a realized
risk in LEO, possibly due to residual geomagnetic field influence, short duration of flights, or stochastic
luck. Cancer risk can be enhanced by the presence of mutated suppressor regulatory genes on Earth.
However, these risks have apparently not been assessed in astronauts at the genetic level. Thus, performance could be put at risk by development of a debilitating cancer (treatable or not) during a long duration
deep space mission. More research is required in this area and is relevant to cancer risk and development
on Earth. Moreover, it is not clear whether such radiation risks in space are also influenced by concurrent
alterations leading to microgravity [15].
5) Exposure to an altered geomagnetic field and increased exposure to magnetic storms from the sun
appear to be under studied risks to human performance while in space. The human neural system and
brain activity is an electrical system which generates magnetic fields that can be assessed by SQUID technology [16]. Thus, the brains of humans developed and function in the context of the geomagnetic field of
Earth. While on ISS, humans remain under the influence of part of the geomagnetic field, but they are also
living in an artificial magnetic field created by the constant and intermittent running equipment. The only
astronauts who have lived for some time outside of much of the geomagnetic field of Earth are those who
have gone to the moon. No adverse conditions associated with those missions in this regard could be
found in the literature available. However, some publications have implicated a higher risk for cardiovascular events after a return to earth [17, 18], but this is controversial [19]. While strong evidence is lacking
as to the basis for such risk (i.e. radiation or magnetic influences), certainly the functioning of the heart is
based on electrical stimulation, with an associated biomagnetic field, so this may be within the realm of
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2018.116010
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speculation. Of interest is the fact that while there appeared to be increased risk for cardiovascular events
[17, 18], there were others who did not appear to be affected by this risk. If this risk is confirmed, this latter population could also provide some interesting insights into cardiovascular health for those that are
Earth-bound as well.
In addition, astronauts in LEO may be more influenced by exposure to magnetic storms emanating
from the sun in a somewhat unpredictable manner. Some reports indicate that exposure to such magnetic
storms can impact brain functions and potentially contribute to psychological alterations [20, 21] and
thus, performance. However, this area appears to be somewhat understudied. More research is required as
this area could provide insights in risks for neural diseases associated with aging on Earth. While in space,
such magnetic storm risks to performance may also be further complicated by concurrent radiation risks
to the central nervous system [22].
It is interesting that there have been a number of reports regarding the impact of magnetic alterations
on Homo sapiens on Earth. For instance Kay [23] reported on the possible relationship between schizophrenia and seasonal variation in geomagnetic storms. Others have used simulated alterations in geomagnetic activity on both the heart [18] and the brain [24] to assess results of correlational studies. Other interest in this area is likely based on controversies regarding whether potential adverse responses to living
near power lines is based in the electromagnetic fields generated. How biological diversity of Homo
sapiens could contribute to variation in responses to magnetic field alterations on Earth or in space is another area that could be potentially addressed by further study in space that would also have application
on Earth. While humans are somewhat protected by the geomagnetic field of Earth from being impacted
by solar-origin magnetic elements, they are not completely impervious to their impact as was demonstrated during a solar eclipse [25]. Certainly disease risk is only one aspect of the impact of magnetic disturbances on humans, the other is on performance in space over the long term, or even more subtle influences on performance on Earth during the dynamics of the aging process.
Thus, summarizing the above discussion, we have learned considerably about human diversity and its
impact on the variability in responses to LEO conditions, and we continue to learn more as more astronauts spend time in LEO conditions for longer periods of time. Thus, emerging findings related to skin
health [26], and eye health [27] are being observed, and these are also associated with aging on Earth. In
total, such findings as those addressed above has led some to speculate that living in space is a form of
“accelerated aging” [28-30]. While we have learned some about human diversity in response to alterations
in boundary condition parameters that likely impacted evolutionary pressures which have led to Homo
sapiens, such responses have not been investigated in detail as the focus up to now have been discovering
how to overcome these responses in order to alleviate risks to astronauts health and compromise of their
performance. Using the responses to space flight and its associated alterations compared to living on Earth
(e.g. microgravity, radiation exposure, magnetic field fluctuations ) to learn more about life on Earth and
how such responses could be related to disease development and progression has not been a priority. And
thus, this is somewhat of a missed opportunity to advance our understanding of health and risks to health
on Earth [31]. Assessing the pattern of biologic and physiologic responses to space flight in an integrated
manner, and correlating it with family history, genome sequencing, assessment of the dynamic epigenetic
changes over time, and temporal relationships regarding the changes observed in a dynamic manner,
could realize a wealth of information.

5. ENHANCING THE “RETURN ON INVESTMENT” BY OPTIMIZING INFORMATION GAIN
FROM ASTRONAUTS
The world’s space agencies spend a considerable amount of resources on the selection and training of
astronauts. Most of them have multiple advanced degrees with highly developed skills, and they have had
to pass a variety of physical exams. In addition, considerable effort has gone into development of countermeasures to minimize the impact of space conditions on human physiology and psychology, but to
varying degrees of success (which is interesting and very telling in itself!). Only a subset of astronauts achttps://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2018.116010
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tually get missions (single or multiple) into space, and for those that do get such missions, participation in
experimental scientific protocols is largely voluntary and even those focused on astronaut physiology and
psychology are restricted (e.g. genomic analysis and genetics cannot be used to prevent an astronaut from
obtaining a space mission).
In part, the above scenario is constrained by the job description astronauts were hired under, and the
fact they are considered “employees” of their respective space agencies. Once their time as an astronaut is
completed, they retire to develop other careers. Many still retain health care and evaluation by medical
experts, but mainly as former employees.
The above scenario has evolved with the development and progression of space agencies and their
mandates (e.g. Apollo missions, going to the moon, Skylab, ISS, and now preparing for deep space missions). The question now is, are these relationships and constraints still appropriate, or should they be
re-evaluated and re-defined to get a better return on the investment in astronauts and their time in space,
as well as improve astronaut health while in space and after their astronaut career is over? In other words,
should the job descriptions be changed, should participation in research be mandated, are astronauts just
employees or should they be considered something else and for life, is it enough to just focus on astronaut
health while planning for and participating in space missions? As “investors” in the space programs,
should tax payers who will never get to space, expect more from the programs in relation to impact on
humans on Earth and in return, invest more into the programs if the benefit is greater and more tangible?
The answer is likely yes. In part, the return may be technological, but in the end a direct benefit to humans
has to be shown. To do this will require not only space agency involvement, but also federal and other
agencies focused on human health on earth to form partnerships which will be beneficial to both via more
rapid and complete understanding of Homo sapiens, the adaptations that were required to exist on Earth
and the risks to their health that are “buried” in their genomes because of that environment!

6. SHOULD WE CONSIDER OTHER APPROACHES TO UTILIZE SPACE TO BETTER
UNDERSTAND HUMAN HEALTH ON EARTH?
If it is not possible to utilize astronauts to better understand risks to health on Earth as discussed
above, are there other approaches one could envision? One approach, although expensive and potentially
risky, would be to hire people to populate the ISS and be specifically recruited to be “space guinea pigs” for
an extended period of time (6 - 12 months/trip). They would not have to be trained as current astronauts
and run the ISS per se, but be tasked with specific experiments to be performed on site among themselves,
and with other life science protocols. Thus, rather than abandon the ISS and let its orbit decay and burn up
in the future, utilize it for specific gain to better understand who Homo sapiens are, and how our diversity
contributes to disease risk across the lifespan on Earth using an altered environment (e.g. space). Thus, the
ISS could become a “living laboratory” with an altered agenda from its initial goals. Some may argue that
we could learn just as much from space analogues on Earth, but while these analogues are informative,
they do not duplicate all aspects of LEO. An intriguing option, but certainly there would have to be some
will to implement it and a careful risk/benefit analysis performed before embarking on such an endeavor!
One consideration to make it more successful is to take an integrated approach to understanding the
impact of space flight on humans rather than the somewhat “fragmented” (e.g. body part focused, disease
entity) approaches currently utilized. Such a fragmented approach may provide useful information, but
unless integrated is not as useful as it could be. Implementation of more system biology, systems physiology approaches [32-34] would provide much more information that would facilitate translation back to
Earth, as well as for translation to astronaut health. As most if not all physiologic systems are interdependent (e.g. for example: muscles affect bone integrity, cardiovascular health affects cognition and most
other systems, the brain and vision systems affect mobility and navigation in the environment, neuroendocrine mediators affect multiple systems), unless the space-related changes are assessed in a temporal and
integrated manner, it is not possible to accurately assess primary changes from secondary alterations.
Thus, integration is central and essential via application of multidisciplinary approaches at the biological
https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2018.116010
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and physiological levels, as well as incorporation of advanced computer systems (e.g. IBM’s Watson Project) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) perspectives.
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